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Abstract
We use choice experiments to investigate heterogeneity in
preferences for a refrigerated ready‐to‐heat meal with an
extended shelf life and the processing technology (i.e.,
microwave‐assisted pasteurization) that provides that
longevity. On average, an extra day of shelf life decreases
the utility associated with purchasing and eating the meal.
A segmentation analysis reveals the presence of convenience consumers, who are willing to pay a premium for
a more convenient meal (with an extended shelf life), but
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the interaction effect of shelf life with technology reverts
their willingness to pay for an extra day of shelf life, suggesting a negative reaction to the new technology. (EconLit
Citations: Q13, Q16, Q19).
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| INTRODUCTION

Increasing opportunity costs imposed on household's time have led to the popularity of convenient food products
(Hamrick & Okrent, 2014; Harris & Shiptsova, 2007; Okrent & Kumcu, 2016; Rahkovsky et al., 2018). A convenient
food product is associated with “savings,” whether of physical and mental energy, time, grocery planning or shopping,
meal preparation, consumption, or post‐meal clean‐up (Buckley et al., 2007; Capps et al., 1985; Costa et al., 2001;
Daniels & Glorieux, 2015; Daniels, Glorieux, Minnen, et al., 2015; Scholderer & Grunert, 2005). Guaranteeing convenient, affordable, nutritional, and tasteful food products is difficult to achieve with existing food processing
technologies. As such, emerging food processing technologies are needed, however, these are often rejected because
they are perceived to be risky or against societal norms (Frewer et al., 2011; Lusk et al., 2014).
Agribusiness. 2022;38:73–92.
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In general, consumers balance price affordability with their preferences for sensory quality characteristics
jointly with their beliefs about safeness; perceived health; and environmental, social, or ethical factors (Bearth &
Siegrist, 2016; Caswell & Mojduszka, 1996; Codron et al., 2006; Cox & Evans, 2008; McCluskey et al., 2015;
Siegrist, 2008). Further, the previous literature suggests that consumers are heterogeneous in their preferences for
food innovations, and this is explained by their sociodemographics, perceptions of sustainability, knowledge of food
and technology, and information access (e.g., amount, type, and source) (Cavaliere & Ventura, 2018; Rollin
et al., 2011; Ronteltap et al., 2007).
Convenient prepared meals offer an interesting case to measure preference for convenience along with other
attributes, such as affordability, nutritional content, organoleptic quality, and perceived risk of existing new food
processing technologies. In general, convenient foods are categorized into four groups: (1) ready‐to‐eat (RTE) meals
which are consumed as purchased (e.g., sandwiches, salads, etc.), (2) ready‐to‐heat (RTH) meals that require no
more than 15 min of heating before consumption (e.g., refrigerated, frozen, dehydrated, and canned meals), (3)
ready to end‐cook (RTEC) meals that require more than 15 min of heating before consumption, and (4) ready to
cook (RTC) meals that are minimally prepare and require full cooking (Costa et al., 2001). Following this classification, this study will focus on RTH meals.
Sales of convenient prepared meals have expanded rapidly: Revenue in this segment is expected to grow
annually by 2.6% (compound annual growth rate [CAGR], 2019–2023) (Statista the Statistics Portal, 2019). Zhang
and Gallardo (2018) analyzed grocery store scanner data and found that convenient prepared meal purchases
increased by almost 50% between 2008 and 2016. In light of this rapid expansion, the convenient prepared meal
category has witnessed a number of technological innovations aimed to enhance the convenience aspects such as
for example increased shelf life ensuring wholesomeness and safeness while preserving superior sensory quality in
terms of external appearance, taste, and texture (Ronteltap et al., 2007; Tang, 2015; Tang et al., 2018).
The objective of this study is to assess consumers' preferences for extended shelf life in a refrigerated RTH
meal, and the type of the food processing technology used (microwave assisted pasteurization [MAPS] technology
versus refrigeration). We use a choice experiment along with a mixed logit and a latent class model to assess
potential heterogeneity in the above‐mentioned consumers' preferences. An enhanced shelf life influences the
time‐ and energy‐saving aspect of convenience (Costa et al., 2001). For example, a longer shelf life for a frequently
consumed product reduces the number of shopping trips necessary to acquire that product. Also, an enhanced shelf
life contributes to a more efficient food supply chain, improving logistic operations and reducing food waste
(Cavaliere & Ventura, 2018). Part of the motivation for this paper is to investigate the consumers' preferences for a
new food processing technology, MAPS, that uses microwave technology to deliver energy for a short period of
time, pasteurizing already‐cooked and ‐packed meals. This technology minimizes bacterial growth, increasing the
shelf life of the meal relative to the standard refrigeration process (Tang, 2015).

2

| L I T E R A T U R E RE V I E W

Consumer preferences for extended shelf life in RTE meals have not been comprehensibly studied. Most previous
studies have examined consumer reactions to extended shelf life in fresh, perishable food—such as meat, fruits, and
vegetables. Existing studies do not provide conclusive evidence of consumers' preferences towards extended shelf
life. Grebitus et al. (2013) concluded that an extended shelf life positively impacted consumers' willingness to pay
(WTP) for ground beef as long as the food packaging technology used was known and understood. If the packaging
technology was not trusted by consumers, then the impact of the extended shelf life was not positive. The effect of
a positive effect of an extended shelf life is not consistent across products, for instance, Stranieri and Baldi (2017)
found that 60% of their sample of consumers exhibited a negative perception of the extended shelf life in fresh‐cut
salad. Authors point that these results agree with the body of literature concluding that new food technologies
might alienate the natural or traditional aspect of the food. Also, the effect of the extended shelf life on consumers'
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preferences is not consistent across individuals. Cavaliere and Ventura (2018) found that individuals with higher
levels of food knowledge led to an increase in acceptance of technologies aiming to extend food shelf life; whereas
individuals with a greater interest in sustainability led to technology rejection. These findings were identified as a
sustainability paradox; given that the purpose of the development of shelf life extension technologies is to achieve a
more efficient food chain and food waste reduction, which is paramount to sustainability. Authors conclude that the
risk perception associated with the use of new food technologies overcomes the environmental benefits associated
with such technologies, and that the notion of food sustainability is more associated to concepts of naturalness,
locally and organically grown, and traditional foods.
Amani and Gadde (2015) coincide with Cavaliere and Ventura (2018) in that an extended shelf life has positive
impacts on the food supply chain in managing inventories and reducing food waste and that consumer drive
towards fresh products lead to the perception that foods with longer shelf life are less fresh.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has exclusively focused on the impacts of extended shelf life
on choice behavior related to convenience‐food products such as RTH meals. This study improves the understanding of consumer reactions to enhanced shelf life obtained via novel food processing technologies. Further, our
research adds to the existing body of literature on the sociodemographic profile of consumers who are more likely
to accept or reject novel food technologies.

3
3.1

| M E TH O D S
| Empirical approach—Mixed logit

We used a discrete choice experiment that rests on Lancaster's (1966) demand theory which assumes consumers
derive utility from a function of attributes inherent to the good rather than the good itself. Also, the random utility
theory, that postulates consumer's utility is composed of a deterministic component given by the goods attributes
and a random component, given by unobserved factors (McFadden, 1974).
Routinely practitioners use the conditional logit or the more sophisticate mixed logit model to calculate
the parameter estimates for the random utility model. The mixed logit model relaxes the assumption of
independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA), allowing preference parameters to vary randomly across consumers
with some distribution in the population (Train, 2009). This is particularly useful for the purpose of this paper, in
which the assumption of heterogeneous preferences is in place.
In our empirical setting, each consumer n’s utility from choosing alternative i among a set of j alternatives in the
choice set M , in each of the t choice scenarios (t = 1, 2, …, T ) is,
(1)

Unit = βn xnit + εnit.

Where the vector xnit denotes m observed attributes of choice (price, shelf life length, food processing technology,
and an alternative specific constant (ASC) dummy variable which captures the effect of consumer n choosing a non‐
purchasing (“opt‐out”) option); βn is an unobserved random coefficient vector for each n, that is assumed to follow a
normal distribution with density f (βn|θ), where θ is the true parameter of the distribution; and εnit is an unobserved
error term that is assumed to be identically and independently distributed.
Conditional on βn, the probability consumer n chooses alternative i in choice scenario t is,

Prnit = Lnit (βn) =

exp(βn xnit)

(

∑M
j =1exp βn xnjt

)

.

(2)

As βn is unknown, we employ the unconditional probability, which is the integral of the conditional probability
over all possible values of β, which depends on the distribution of β,
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Then, the probability of each consumer n making a sequence of choices is,

ynit

 exp(βn xnit) 
 ,

(4)
Prn = ∏ ∏  M

 ∑ j =1exp βn xnjt 
t =1 i =1


denotes an indicator function that is 1 if consumer n chooses alternative i in choice scenario t , and 0
T M

(

where ynit

)

otherwise. The maximum likelihood estimation that solves for β̂ that maximizes the log‐likelihood function is
specified as,
N

ln L =

T M

∑ ∑ ∑ ynit ln(Prnit),

(5)

n =1 t =1 i =1

where ln L denotes the sum of the likelihood functions across options (Train, 2009).
To infer if including the name of the food processing technology used to produce the refrigerated RTH meal
had any impact on the utility derived from consuming the RTH meal, we conducted two‐choice experiments (CE1
and CE2). Version CE1 included the variables shelf life and price, while version CE2 included shelf life, price, and the
type of the food processing technology MAPS versus refrigerated. For version CE2, two regressions were conducted: one included the above‐mentioned variables, shelf life, price and name of the technology, this regression is
coded as CE2‐I. The second one included the same variables plus the interaction of shelf life and name of technology, coded as CE2‐II. This interaction term is specified to test to whether shelf life preferences are affected by
the technology providing such food attribute. The models were estimated by simulated likelihood as described
using 50 Halton draws.

3.2

| Latent class logit model

Latent class logit models are becoming common for identifying segments of consumers with different preferences
(Bello & Abdulai, 2018; Emberger‐Klein et al., 2016; Ikiz et al., 2017; Liljenstolpe, 2011; Wang et al., 2017; Yue
et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2016). We apply this approach to investigate heterogeneity in preferences for convenience, and to try to explain possible sources of such heterogeneity.
In the latent class logit model, consumers are sorted into a number of c classes (c = 1, 2, …, C ). These parameters are assumed to be heterogeneous across classes. Therefore, the probability that consumer n chooses
alternative i in choice scenario t , given that she is assigned to latent class c with the highest predicted likelihood of
belonging to that class is,

Pr (nit|c) =

exp(βc xnit)

(

∑M
j =1 exp βc xnjt

)

, i ≠ j.

(6)

For a given class assignment, c , the probability of consumer n making a sequence of choices is the joint
probability,

ynit

 exp(βc xnit) 
 , i ≠ j,

(7)
Prn (c) = ∏ ∏  M

 ∑ j =1exp βc xnjt 
t =1 i =1


denotes an indicator function that is 1 if consumer n chooses alternative i in choice scenario t and 0
T M

(

where ynit

)

otherwise.
Since class membership status is not observable, the probability that consumer n is assigned to class c is
specified as,
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Prnc (δ) =

exp(δc zn)
C −1
1 + ∑k =1 exp (δk zn)

, c ≠ k,
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(8)

Where zn is a set of observable characteristics for consumer n and δ = (δ1, δ2, …, δC −1) is a vector of membership parameters. For normalization reasons, we fixed constant to zero the membership parameters for one of
the classes.
The number of optimal classes to retain in each regression was chosen based on the analysis of information
criteria such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Consistent Akaike Information Criterion (CAIC), Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC); jointly with the examination of the posterior prediction accuracy distribution of each
model, the significance and interpretability of parameter estimates, and sample size (Boxall & Adamowicz, 2002;
Greene & Hensher, 2003; Pacifico & Yoo, 2012).
Table A1 reports the values of the selection criteria for the number of classes to estimate in model CE1. The
five‐class, followed by the four‐class model, presented the lowest value for AIC, CAIC, and BIC information criteria.
However, the model with three‐classes increased the posterior prediction accuracy without much increase in the
values of AIC, CAIC, and BIC, at the same time it facilitated the interpretability of estimates given the number of
responses in our study. Moving from three‐class to two‐class model would imply a higher increase in these values
without a substantial difference in posterior prediction accuracy. Hence, we selected the model with three‐classes
as the one which optimally distinguishes segments in model CE1: convenience, indifferent, and nonconvenience
consumers.
Table A2 presents the values of the selection criteria for the number of classes to estimate in model CE2. The
two‐class regression, had a lower AIC, CAIC, and BIC values than the three‐class, but had a higher posterior
prediction accuracy, particularly for the estimation of model CE2‐I. In addition, when running the three‐class
regression, the indifference segment (with shelf life coefficient not significant) is not formed. Thus, the 2‐class
regression improves the interpretation and comparison of coefficients with respect to the three‐class regression
for CE1.
To select the demographic variables to be included in the membership function, zn , of the estimated latent class
models, we run an ordinary least squares regression of the variable date label (frequency of looking at date labels), as
a proxy for interest in the shelf life attribute, on demographic variables collected in the surveys. Four variables were
statistically significant: age, self‐reported health status (on a 5‐point Likert‐type scale, where 1 = not healthy, …,
3 = neither healthy nor unhealthy, …, 5 = healthy), West (indicator variable = 1 if consumer lives in the West region, 0
otherwise), and large city (indicator variable = 1 if consumer lives in a large city, 0 otherwise). Including these
variables seems reasonable given that previous studies have suggested that age and health factors influence
consumer preferences for convenience foods (Costa et al., 2001; Geeroms et al., 2008; Zhang & Gallardo, 2018).
Preference for convenience might also be affected by location differences.
The maximum likelihood estimation that maximizes the log‐likelihood function is specified as,
N

ln L =

n =1

3.3

C

∑ ln ∑ Prnc (δ)Prn (c).

(9)

c =1

| Data collection and survey design

Data were collected from September 13 to October 1, 2017, using two separate versions (one for CE1 and another
for CE2) of online surveys. These were administrated by Qualtrics, which randomly selected and recruited two
samples of consumers of RTH meals across the United States.
Both versions of the survey, contained questions in the following order, first purchasing and eating habits of
RTH meals, then the choice experiment was included, and finally sociodemographics were asked. The survey
version CE2 also incorporated two questions about reasons for trying or not trying food processed with the MAPS
technology.
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Attributes and attribute levels in the choice experiments

Attribute

Levels

Choice experiment

Price

$5.99, $6.99, $7.99

CE1, CE2

Shelf life

4 days, 2 weeks, 6 weeks

CE1, CE2

Food processing technology

Refrigeration, microwave‐assisted pasteurization

CE2

Note: Participants in choice experiment 1 (CE1) did not receive information about the processing technology while
participants in choice experiment 2 (CE2) did.

Each choice experiment (CE1 and CE2) consisted of a set of eight choice scenarios, mimicking a hypothetical
purchasing situation in which a consumer decides between two alternatives (option A and option B) for an 8‐oz
package (serves 1 person) of a refrigerated RTH meal (in this case, chicken piccata, penne rigate, and broccoli). In
CE1, the choice scenarios presented random combinations of two attributes (shelf life length and price); in CE2, the
name of the technology was presented as a third attribute in each scenario (Table 1). The three price levels for a
portion of an 8‐oz package ($5.99, $6.99, and $7.99) were based on the average retail price of RTH meals in 2017.
The first two shelf life levels were based on the shelf life of vacuum‐packed‐in‐store refrigerated RTH meals q(4
days) and commercially sealed RTH meals with USDA label (up to 2 weeks). The third level (6 weeks) was provided
by previous applications of the new processing technology referred to in CE2. The technology attribute in this
choice experiment was divided in two levels: the new MAPS technology and refrigeration (the status quo technology for refrigerated RTH meals). A third “opt out” alternative (option C) was included in each scenario to allow
participants to select neither of the two first alternatives. Figures A1 and A2 illustrate examples of scenarios in each
choice experiment.
The combinations of attributes and attribute levels in each choice scenario resulted from a fractional factorial
design generated using JMP® software. We use a fractional factorial design to minimize the number of scenarios,
mitigating potential respondent fatigue while maximizing D‐efficiency. To generate the experimental design, JMP®
uses a two‐step procedure following Kessels et al. (2011). First, the constant attributes and their levels are determined (i.e., we determine which attributes are identical for all alternatives; the set of constant attributes changes
in each choice scenario). Second, levels for the remaining combinations are selected, varying attributes to maximize
the D‐efficiency.
To estimate the mixed logit and latent class logit models, the price attribute was tabulated as $5.99, $6.99, and
$7.99. Similarly, the shelf life attribute was coded as 4, 14, or 42 days (the last two corresponding to 2 and 6 weeks,
as shown in the choice experiments). For the processing technology attribute, we selected a dummy coding (where
0 = refrigeration, 1 = MAPS). Daly et al. (2016) discussed the use of dummy coding and effect coding for categorical
variables, finding that they can be equivalent. We use dummy coding due to the easier interpretation of the
parameter estimates.

4
4.1

| RES UL TS AND DISC US SION
| Summary statistics

A total of 701 online surveys were completed, providing a sample of 351 respondents in CE1 and 350 respondents
in CE2. Results from a pairwise t test indicate that the sample of respondents in survey CE1 is—from a sociodemographic perspective—reasonably similar to the sample of respondents in survey CE2. The exceptions are for
age, presence of males, and white ethnicity. For example, respondents to survey CE1 are on average 51 years old
and respondents to survey CE2 are on average 53. Thirty‐four percent of CE1 respondents were male compared to
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27% of respondents to CE2. Seventy‐five percent of CE1 respondents were of white ethnicity compared to 86% of
respondents to CE2. The other sociodemographic variables are similar between the two samples of respondents.
For example, about 40% of respondents live in the West region and in large cities. More than 80% considered
themselves to be at least somewhat healthy. Also, our sample is similar to the profile of US adults at least 18 of age
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2017); with the difference that our samples are slightly older, include a relatively higher
proportion of females, are better educated, and had more people living in the West region (Table A3, Appendix A).
With regard to purchasing and eating habits of RTH meals, respondents in both samples are frequent consumers of this type of convenience food, with an average of 80 and 83 days/year in CE1 and CE2, respectively.
Dinner is the preferred consumption time, with more than 70% of respondents in both samples consuming RTH
meals for dinner. Convenience (either time saving or ease of preparation) is the main reason for consuming this type
of food, with more than 85% of respondents in both samples indicating convenience as the principal reason for
purchasing. The main reasons listed for not consuming RTH meals are price (24%–26% of respondents) and
perceived unhealthiness (18%–20% of respondents), followed by dislike of processed foods (10%–12% of respondents) and enjoyment of cooking (16% of respondents) (Table A4, Appendix A).

4.2

| Mixed logit model results

Table 2 reports the estimation results of the three mixed logit regressions, CE1 (including three levels of shelf life),
CE2‐I (including three levels of shelf life and the type of the processing technology), CE2‐II (including three levels of
shelf life, the type of the processing technology, and interaction Effect shelf life × Type of processing technology).
Across the three regressions, the price coefficient is negative and statistically significant at the 1% level, in
accordance with the law of demand. The coefficient for the shelf life attribute is negative and statistically significant
at the 1% level in regressions CE1 and CE2‐I, respectively, signaling that, on average, an extra day of shelf life
decreases consumers' utility, regardless of whether the type of food processing technology is included in the choice
experiment. Shelf life is not statistically significant in regression CE2‐II, which includes the interaction between
shelf life and the type of the food processing technology. Our results are aligned with Stranieri and Baldi (2017)
who found that 60% of consumers in their study sample expressed a negative attitude toward the extension of the
shelf life date in fresh‐cut salad. Similar to Cavaliere and Ventura (2018) and that Amani and Gadde (2015) it is
possible that consumers in our sample do not show preference for extended shelf life because they align the idea of
extended shelf life with lack of freshness.
The coefficient for microwave processing technology in regressions CE2‐I and CE2‐II is negative and statistically significant at the 1% level, implying that, on average, knowing that a new technology was used instead of the
status quo refrigeration process, decreases consumer's utility. In the model considering the interaction effect, the
coefficient for this interaction effect is negative and statistically significant, indicating that knowing the refrigerated
RTH meal exhibits a longer shelf life would decrease the disutility perceived when knowing that the product used
the new food processing technology. This is aligned with Grebitus et al. (2013) who found that their sample of
consumers prefer an extended shelf life for ground beef only if they knew and trusted the meatpacking technology.
The negative and statistically significant sign of the coefficient for the alternative specific constant implies that,
ceteris paribus, consumers in our samples derive utility from choosing the RTH meal described in options A and B
rather than opting out. All standard deviation estimates are statistically significant, suggesting that respondents are
heterogeneous in their preferences for RTH meals' shelf life and food processing technology.
Table 3 reports WTP results. Consumers in our samples would discount $0.05/8‐oz package for an extra day of
shelf life (CE1). When the type of the food processing technology was included in the choice experiment (CE2‐I),
respondents would lower the discount for the extended shelf life to $0.02/8‐oz package. Respondents would
discount $0.92/8‐oz package if presented with the new food processing technology compared to the standard
refrigeration method. When analyzing the interaction effects, the discount for the new technology decreased to
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T A B L E 2 Parameter estimates for the mixed logit model for three regressions to measure consumer's
preferences for attribute improvement (CE1), attribute improvement plus the name of the food processing
technology (CE2‐I), and interaction effects between attribute improvement and food processing technology
(CE2‐II)
Variable

Model CE1

Model CE2‐I

Model CE2‐II

Price

−1.02***
(0.05)

−0.79***
(0.05)

−0.83***
(0.05)

Extended shelf life

−0.05***
(0.01)

−0.02***
(0.01)

−0.01
(0.01)

New food processing technology

–

−0.72***
(0.09)

−0.43***
(0.12)

Shelf life × New technology

–

–

−0.02***
(0.01)

Alternative specific constant (“opt‐out”)

−10.74***
(0.48)

−8.94***
(0.44)

−9.03***
(0.46)

Shelf life

0.16***
(0.01)

0.08***
(0.01)

0.09***
(0.01)

New food processing technology

–

1.12***
(0.10)

0.86***
(0.19)

Shelf life × New technology

–

–

0.05***
(0.01)

Alternative specific constant (“opt‐out”)

3.44***
(0.26)

2.94***
(0.24)

2.63***
(0.21)

Log‐likelihood

−1,973.365

−2,162.174

−2,151.053

Mean

Standard deviation

Note: standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

$0.52/8‐oz package (CE2‐II). For the consumers in our sample, purchasing a refrigerated RTH meal with an extended shelf life using a new food processing technology led to a discount of $0.02/8‐oz package for an extra day
of shelf life.
On average, consumers are not willing to pay for an extended shelf life as a solo attribute of a refrigerated RTH
meal. In addition, our findings suggest that including the name of the processing technology and having consumers
know the processing technology used, reduces consumers' uncertainty when purchasing the meal and has a positive
impact on lowering their stated discount for extended shelf life. However, this discount is maintained regardless of
the association of this attribute with the new technology. Thus, a technology that extends a refrigerated RTH shelf
life might not be understood as an improvement in quality, if this is the only benefit it provides.

4.3
4.3.1

| Latent class model results
| Model CE1: Not including the type of the food processing technology used

Class 1, convenience consumers, represents 48% of the sample. Among all consumers in the sample, they show
the strongest preference for an extended shelf life; the coefficient for this attribute is positive and significant at
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Willingness‐to‐pay (WTP) estimates for an extended shelf life, and a new food processing technology

WTP ($/8‐oz package)

Model CE1

Model CE2‐I

Model CE2‐II

Extended shelf life

−$0.05
(−0.06,−0.03)

−$0.02
(−0.03, −0.01)

–

New food processing technology

–

−$0.92
(−1.13, −0.70)

−$0.52
(−0.82, −0.24)

Extended shelf life × New technology

–

–

−$0.02
(−0.04, −0.01)

Note: WTP is measured as the ratio of the estimated coefficients of the attribute and the price (multiplied by −1).
The standard errors and confidence intervals of the WTP values are derived using the Delta method (Greene, 2003).
“–” indicates that the estimated coefficient of the attribute in the mixed logit regression is not statistically significant, and
the WTP value is not calculated.

the 1% level. Class 2, indifferent consumers, accounts for 22% of the sample. The absolute value of price
coefficient is the highest among all classes, as the consumers in this segment are the most responsive to
changes in price. The shelf life length coefficient is not statistically significant. For consumers in this class, price
was the factor that drive their choices. Class 3, nonconvenience consumers, consists of 30% of the sample.
These consumers are the least sensitive to price. The shelf life coefficient is negative and significant at the 1%
level, suggesting that this type of consumer does not see extended shelf life as an improvement in either the
characteristics of the RTH meal.
The class membership coefficient estimations shown in Table 4 suggest that the probability of being in a class is
related to consumer age. The average age of consumers in Classes 1 and 2 is statistically different from the age of
consumers in Class 3. In a descending order, the nonconvenience class, on average, is the oldest, followed by the
convenience segment and finally the indifferent group (with average ages of 57, 50, and 46, respectively).
Millennial consumers (born before 1997, 18–36 years of age in 2017) in the nonconvenience segment only
account for 11% of the segment; while 54% in this segment belong to the baby boomer cohort (between 53 and
71 years of age). Descriptive statistics of RTH purchasing and eating habits suggest that the baby boomer
consumer is more likely than consumers in other cohorts to consider homemade meals are healthier than food
away from home; they consume RTH meals less frequently (57 days/year). On average, they enjoy cooking
more and like processed food less than do consumers in the convenience and indifferent segments. This profile
is consistent with findings in previous studies suggesting that older people are less oriented to convenience
(Brunner et al., 2010).
The average age of the convenience segment aligns with the age of the average consumer in our sample and
the U.S. Census. This segment has the highest proportion who are male (40%), compared to 32% and 24% in the
nonconvenience and indifferent segments, respectively. On average, they consume RTH meals more frequently
than consumers in other segments (100 days/year).
The indifferent segment (on average, the youngest) contains the highest proportion of Millennial consumers (37%). Consumers in this segment, on average, consume RTH meals 69 days/year. This is somewhat
aligned with findings in Conley and Lusk (2019) in that Millennials allocate less income towards frozen and
prepared meals.

4.3.2

| Model CE2: Including the type of food processing technology used

Table 5 reports results for these latent class regressions: Columns 2 and 3 show results for the regression estimated
without shelf life/technology interaction effect (CE2‐I), and Columns 4 and 5 report the estimates with the interaction
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Parameter estimates for latent class regression for choice experiment in survey version 1 (CE1)
Class 1: convenience
consumers

Class 2: indifferent
consumers

Class 3: nonconvenience
consumers

48%

22%

30%

Price

−0.87***
(0.06)

−1.37***
(0.13)

−0.35***
(0.10)

Extended shelf life

0.03***
(0.00)

0.00
(0.01)

−0.19***
(0.02)

−9.61***
(0.60)

−8.71***
(0.79)

−6.59***
(0.78)

Age

−0.02***
(0.01)

−0.04***
(0.01)

–

Health

−0.08
(0.14)

−0.11
(0.17)

–

West

−0.13
(0.28)

0.01
(0.34)

–

Large city

0.43
(0.28)

0.41
(0.34)

–

Log‐likelihood

1995.085

Class share
Attribute coefficient

Alternative specific constant
(“opt‐out”)
Membership coefficient

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Coefficients
of the membership function for class 3 are normalized to 0 to be able to compare differences across classes. A one‐way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) determined a statistically significant difference of age between classes. Additionally, a Tukey post‐hoc test
revealed that age of respondents was statistically significant in all pairwise comparisons.

effect of shelf life as a result of technology application (CE2‐II). We label Class 1 as convenience consumers, and Class 2 as
nonconvenience. The price coefficient is negative and statistically significant at the 1% level, indicating that the nonconvenience segment is more sensitive to price changes relative to the convenience segment.
Class 1, convenience consumers, accounts for 69% of the sample. The shelf life coefficient is positive and
statistically significant at the 1% level, and it is of the same magnitude (0.01) in both regressions CE2‐I and CE2‐II
(see Columns 2 and 4 in Table 5). The coefficient for the new food processing technology is negative and significant
at the 1% level in CE2‐I, meaning that respondents in this segment are more likely to choose an option containing
the standard refrigeration processing technology than to choose the new technology, given that the technology is
described beforehand. When the interaction effect is considered (model CE2‐II), the new food processing technology coefficient is not statistically significant. Instead, the coefficient for the interaction effect is statistically
significant and negative; indicating that although consumers in this segment positively value an extended shelf life,
they are negatively impacted by the application of a new food processing technology to enhance the shelf life.
Class 2, nonconvenience consumers, consists of 31% of the sample, are on average more sensitive to price
changes than are convenience consumers. The shelf life and new food processing technology coefficients are
negative and statistically significant at the 1% level in both versions.
The class membership coefficient estimations, shown in Table 5, indicate that the probability of being in a class
is related to a regional factor. The coefficient estimate for the West variable (0.65) is statistically significant for Class
1, the convenience consumer segment. This finding suggests that different regional lifestyles might drive
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Parameter estimates for latent class regressions for choice experiment in survey version 2 (CE2)
Model CE2‐I
Class 1:
convenience
consumers

Model CE2‐II
Class 1:
Class 2:
nonconvenience convenience
consumers
consumers

Class 2:
nonconvenience
consumers

69%

31%

69%

31%

Price

−0.47***
(0.04)

−0.57***
(0.08)

−0.46***
(0.04)

−0.59***
(0.08)

Extended shelf life

0.01***
(0.00)

−0.02***
(0.00)

0.01***
(0.00)

−0.02***
(0.01)

New food processing technology

−0.16***
(0.06)

−1.18***
(0.12)

0.09
(0.12)

−1.05***
(0.18)

Extended shelf life × New technology

–

–

−0.01**
(0.01)

−0.01
(0.01)

Alternative specific constant (“opt out”)

−7.60***
(0.53)

−4.74***
(0.56)

−7.41***
(0.54)

−4.77***
(0.57)

Age

−0.01
(0.01)

–

−0.01
(0.01)

_

Health

−0.14
(0.15)

–

−0.14
(0.15)

–

West

0.65**
(0.27)

–

0.65**
(0.27)

–

Large city

0.01
(0.26)

–

0.02
(0.26)

–

Log‐likelihood

−2343.664

−2340.691

Class share
Attribute coefficient

Membership coefficient

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. *, **, *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
Coefficients of the membership function for class 2 are normalized to 0 to be able to compare differences across classes.
A pairwise t test confirmed a statistically significant difference of living in the West between classes.

preferences for convenience, as differences in the cost of living and other market conditions across regions in the
United States affect food prices (Todd et al., 2010).

4.3.3

| WTP estimates from latent class regressions

Table 6 reports WTP estimates for the convenience and nonconvenience segments resulting from all latent class
regressions. The indifferent segment identified in regressions for choice experiment CE1 is excluded from WTP
calculations given that the shelf life coefficient is not statistically significant.
When not including the type of the food processing technology (CE1), consumers in the convenience segment
are willing to pay an average premium of $0.03/8‐oz package for an extra day of shelf life. When including the type
of the food processing technology (CE2‐I), this premium decreases to $0.01/8‐oz package. When the interaction
effect is considered (CE2‐II), their average premium returns to $0.03/8‐oz package. Although consumers in this
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Willingness‐to‐pay (WTP) estimates by latent class logit regression specification
WTP ($/8‐oz package)
Convenience consumers

Nonconvenience consumers

CE1

$0.03
(0.02, 0.04)

−$0.56
(−0.86, −0.26)

CE2‐I

$0.01
(0.00, 0.02)

−$0.04
(−0.05,−0.02)

CE2‐II

$0.03
(0.01, 0.04)

−$0.03
(−0.05, −0.01)

CE2‐I

−$0.34
(−0.59, −0.08)

−$2.06
(−2.67, −1.45)

CE2‐II

–

−$1.80
(−2.54, −1.05)

−$0.03
(−0.06, −0.00)

–

Shelf life

New food processing technology

Shelf life × New technology
CE2‐II

Note: Choice experiment 1 (CE1) does not include technological information. Choice experiment 2‐I (CE2‐I) includes
technological information, and choice experiment 2‐II includes both technological information an interaction effect.
WTP is measured as the ratio of the estimated coefficients of the attribute and the price (multiplied by −1). The standard
errors and confidence intervals of the WTP values are derived using the Delta method (Greene, 2003).
“–” indicates that the estimated coefficient of the attribute in the latent class regression is not statistically significant, and
the WTP value is not calculated.

segment, positively value an RTH meal with an extended shelf life, they are not willing to pay a price premium, if the
shelf life extension is the result of the application a new food processing technology. Consumers in the nonconvenience segment devalue an extra day of shelf life by $0.56/8‐oz package when the type of the food processing technology is not included (CE1), by $0.04/8‐oz package when the type of the food processing technology
is included (CE2‐I), and by $0.03/8‐oz package when the interaction effect shelf life × food processing technology is
included in the regression (CE2‐II). In general, for consumers in both the convenience and the nonconvenience
segment, respondents stated a price discount for the new food processing compared to the refrigeration technology. The price discount was larger for the nonconvenience segment: $2.06/8‐oz package in the nonconvenience
segment versus $0.34/8‐oz package in the convenience segment. Considering the nonconvenience segment, when
an interaction effect shelf life food processing technology is included, the price discount for the new food processing technology decreases to $1.80/8‐oz package. Considering the convenience segment, the WTP for the new
food processing technology knowing that it will enhance the shelf life of the RTH was negative.

5

| C ONC LUS I ON S

We conduct mixed logit and latent class regressions to investigate consumers' preferences for a refrigerated RTH
meal with an extended shelf life when the name of the food processing technology is known and when it is not
known. We use data from two choice experiments. Our results reveal that, overall, consumers are not willing to pay
a price premium for an RTH meal with an extended shelf life, however, we found evidence of heterogeneity. Latent
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class logit regressions indicate that, when not including the type of the food processing technology, 48% of
consumers show preferences for a refrigerated RTH meal with an extended shelf life (willing to pay a premium of
$0.03/8‐oz package for an extra day of shelf life); that is, they are convenience‐oriented, as at least half of the U.S.
population seems to be while making food‐purchasing decisions (Funk & Kennedy, 2016; International Food Information Council Foundation, 2019). The age of consumers seems to play an important role in driving these
preferences for convenience. Older consumers are less likely to be oriented toward convenience, while younger
consumers are more likely to be indifferent and to not consider this value in their choices of RTH meals, if this is the
only benefit associated with of this type of food.
When the type of the food processing technology is included, no group of consumers displays indifference
toward convenience; all groups are either willing to pay (convenience consumers) or not willing to pay (nonconvenience consumers) a premium for an extra day of shelf life. In addition, when including the type of the food
processing technology, the stated discount for an extended shelf life in the nonconvenience segment, was reduced.
Our findings suggest that consumers balance their desire for convenience with beliefs associated with other
food values that might be affected by the use of a new technology. Yue et al. (2015) concluded that due to an
orientation toward food naturalness consumers rejected new food processing technologies, namely nanotechnology and genetic modification, albeit favorable prices and improvements in nutrition, safety, environment, and taste.
The implications of our study are aligned with Cavaliere and Ventura (2018) in the existence of a food sustainability
paradox. An enhanced shelf life increases the sustainability of the food supply chain, by facilitating the handling of
products in transit, improving logistics, and reducing food waste. However, consumers relate an enhanced shelf life
with a lack of naturalness or freshness in the food product.
Our results emphasize the need for informing consumers on the real dimensions of the benefits of new food
processing technologies to mitigate the negative connotations that these technologies have. Cavaliere and Ventura
(2018) found that consumers who are more food knowledgeable showed an increased level of acceptance of new
food processing technology compared to consumers who are less knowledgeable.
Our research has limitations. To better understand the effects of an enhanced shelf life and the use of a new
food processing technology, one needs to understand consumers' holistic perception of the food production and
that would include taste‐related organoleptic attributes, nutritional content, as well as environmental impacts of the
processing technology used.
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A P P E N D IX A
PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES

Consider two processing technologies
Refrigeration: This is currently the preparation technique used for most refrigerated meals in grocery stores. A
refrigerated product that is vacuum‐packed in‐store has a shelf life around 3–4 days with refrigeration. Those
products commercially sealed with a USDA label have a shelf life of up to 2 weeks. The product requires minimal
processing. However, it has a shorter shelf life and has not been pasteurized to prevent bacterial growth. Many of
the foods we eat have been pasteurized, for example, pasteurized MILK that is heated up to a certain temperature
and length of time to kill off bacteria.
Microwave pasteurization: The Microwave Assisted Pasteurization System (MAPS) is an effective means to
deliver energy to food through polymeric package materials, offering the potential for developing short‐time in‐
package pasteurization processes. This is the SAME principle used for the microwave oven you have at home. Food
prepared using MAPS have quality characteristics close to those prepared at homes or in restaurants, comparable to
other refrigerated products. MAPS products exhibit increased food safety from pasteurization and a prolonged
shelf life (e.g., up to 6 weeks) with refrigeration.
No food preservatives are needed for both methods.

T A B L E A1

Model selection for latent class logit regression for choice experiment CE1

Classes

LLF

Number of
parameters

AIC

CAIC

BIC

Posterior prediction
accuracy

2

−2186.059

11

4394.119

4447.587

4436.587

0.98

3

−1995.085

19

4028.170

4120.525

4101.525

0.97

4

−1872.984

27

3799.969

3931.210

3904.210

0.96

5

−1816.627

35

3703.254

3873.381

3838.381

0.95

Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; CAIC, Consistent Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information
criterion; LLF, Log‐Likelihood function.
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Model selection for latent class logit regressions for choice experiments CE2‐I and CE2‐II
LLF

Number of
parameters

AIC

CAIC

BIC

Posterior prediction
accuracy

CE2‐I (without interaction term)
2

−2343.663

13

4713.328

4776.481

4763.481

0.97

3

−2227.951

22

4499.903

4606.778

4584.778

0.93

4

−2118.889

31

4299.778

4450.374

4419.374

0.95

5

−2031.865

40

4143.729

4338.046

4298.046

0.94

CE2‐II (with interaction term shelf life × MAPS technology)
2

−2340.691

15

4711.382

4784.251

4769.251

0.97

3

−2210.357

25

4470.715

4592.163

4567.163

0.96

4

−2104.963

35

4279.926

4449.954

4414.950

0.95

5

−2012.531

45

4115.061

4333.668

4288.668

0.94

Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; CAIC, Consistent Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information
criterion; LLF, Log‐Likelihood function; MAPS, microwave‐assisted pasteurization.

Option A

Option B

8 oz. Serves 1
Will last 6 weeks in
refrigeration
$6.99 for 8 oz. (Serves 1)
I would choose this one

8 oz. Serves 1
Will last 2 weeks in
refrigeration
$5.99 for 8 oz. (Serves 1)
I would choose this one

Option C

None of the two
options

I would choose this one

F I G U R E A1 Example of a choice scenario in choice experiment CE1. In this question, you will be given
scenarios that mimic a grocery shopping experience for refrigerated ready‐to‐eat meals. Each scenario will consist
of two options, each containing the same ready‐to‐eat meal randomly assigned option A or B, differing in the time
the food could last in refrigeration and the price. In each scenario please select ONE option you would be willing to
buy. You can always choose none of the options presented, option C
Option A

Option B

Option C

8 oz. Serves 1
Microwave pasteurization
Will last 6 weeks in
refrigeration
$7.99 for 8 oz. (Serves 1)
I would choose this one

8 oz. Serves 1
Refrigeration
Will last 4 days in
refrigeration
$5.99 for 8 oz. (Serves 1)
I would choose this one

None of the two options

I would choose this one

F I G U R E A2 Example of a choice scenario in choice experiment CE2. In this question, you will be given
scenarios that mimic a grocery shopping experience for refrigerated ready‐to‐eat meals. Each scenario will consist
of two options, each containing the same ready‐to‐eat meal randomly assigned option A or B, differing in the time
the food could last in refrigeration, the processing technology used, and the price. In each scenario please select
ONE option you would be willing to buy. You can always choose none of the options presented, option C
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Summary statistics for respondents' sociodemographic background
Pairwise t test
CE1 versus CE2

U.S.
Census (2017)

53.20
(16.69)

0.07*

47.45

24.79

21.43

0.29

33.35

%

24.50

21.71

0.38

26.10

Baby Boomer (53–71 years old)

%

40.74

46.29

0.14

29.28

Traditionalist (≥72 years old)

%

9.97

10.57

0.79

11.26

Male

Mean

0.34
(0.47)

0.27
(0.44)

0.04**

0.49

White

Mean

0.75
(0.43)

0.86
(0.35)

0.00***

0.68

Highest level of education completed

Mean

3.85
(0.96)

3.86
(0.94)

0.88

2.92

1 = Some school

%

1.42

0.29

0.10

10.76

2 = High school

%

8.26

10.86

0.24

28.98

3 = Community college

%

21.08

17.71

0.26

28.72

4 = 4‐year college/university

%

42.45

44.86

0.52

20.10

5 = Advanced/professional degree

%

26.78

26.29

0.88

11.44

Mean

4.35
(1.53)

4.34
(1.67)

0.93

4.14

1 = <$25,000/year

%

7.41

9.14

0.41

13.69

2 = $25,000/year–$34,999/year

%

5.98

9.43

0.08*

8.04

3 = $35,000/year–$49,999/year

%

11.97

9.43

0.28

11.93

4 = $50,000/year–$74,999/year

%

24.22

17.71

0.03**

17.56

5 = $75,000/year–$99,999/year

%

19.66

18.86

0.79

14.04

6 = ≥$100,000/year

%

30.77

35.43

0.19

34.74

Northeast

%

21.08

18.86

0.46

17.80

Midwest

%

17.38

18.57

0.68

20.94

West

%

37.89

37.43

0.90

23.58

South

%

23.08

24.86

0.58

37.67

1 = Rural area (≤2499)

%

19.94

20.00

0.99

2 = Small town (2500–49,999)

%

20.51

18.00

0.40

3 = Small city (50,000–249,999)

%

20.23

24.00

0.23

4 = Large city (≥250,000)

%

39.32

38.00

0.72

Variable

Unit

Sample CE1

Sample CE2

Age

Mean

50.91
(16.89)

Millennial (18–36 years old)

%

GenX (37–52 years old)

Household income (2016)

Region

Residence area
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(Continued)
Pairwise t test
CE1 versus CE2

Variable

Unit

Sample CE1

Sample CE2

Self‐reported health status

Mean

4.11
(0.99)

4.13
(0.94)

0.78

1 = Not healthy

%

2.56

0.57

0.03**

2 = Somewhat healthy

%

6.84

8.57

0.39

3 = Neither healthy nor unhealthy

%

7.98

9.14

0.58

4 = Somewhat healthy

%

42.17

40.57

0.67

5 = Healthy

%

40.46

41.14

0.85

U.S.
Census (2017)

Note: Values in parentheses are standard deviations.*, **, *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.

T A B L E A4

Summary statistics for respondents' purchasing and eating habits of ready‐to‐eat (RTH) meals

Variable

Units

Sample CE1

Sample CE2

Frequency RTH consumption

Mean days/year

80

83

Grocery store

%

89.17

91.14

Meal delivery

%

2.85

1.71

Restaurant

%

2.56

3.14

Take out restaurant

%

2.56

2.57

Online

%

1.71

1.14

Other

%

0.00

0.29

Breakfast

%

3.42

2.29

Lunch

%

23.65

22.00

Dinner

%

70.09

73.43

Snack

%

2.85

2.29

Convenience (saves time)

%

42.74

42.00

Convenience (easy to prepare)

%

42.74

43.71

Healthy

%

3.70

3.71

Price

%

2.85

2.00

Like flavor

%

4.27

3.71

Lack cooking

%

2.56

3.71

Other

%

1.14

1.14

Place for buying RTH

Time for eating RTH

Reason for consuming RTH

(Continues)
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(Continued)

Variable

Units

Sample CE1

Sample CE2

Unhealthy

%

18.80

20.00

Price

%

24.22

26.86

Don't like flavor

%

7.12

4.29

Don't seem fresh

%

5.41

6.57

Don't like texture

%

1.14

1.14

Don't like processed

%

10.26

12.57

Enjoy cooking

%

16.24

16.57

Not local

%

3.99

2.00

Not available

%

11.40

5.14

Other

%

0.57

2.57

Does not apply

%

0.85

2.29

Mean 1–7

6.00

5.86

Reason for not consuming RTH

Frequency looking at date labels of RTH

